If £ is a metric space, then ds denotes the metric of E. For xEE and A, CCE,ds(x, A) =inf"e¿ ds(x,y) and dB(C, A) =iniyec dB(y, A). For e>0 and xEE, BE(x; e) = {yEE\dE(x, y)<e}. For e>0 and x, yEE a finite sequence of points x0, • • • , xm in E is called an e-chain joining»; toy if x0 = x, xm = y and ds(xi, Xi+i)<e for 0^i<m.
By [4, 5. T(b), p. 169], we have:
If x and y are points of a compact subset K of a metric space, (2) then x and y are in the same topological component of K if and only if, for every e>0, x can be joined to y by an e-chain in K.
Lemma 1. Suppose E and F are metric spaces and f: E^>F is continuous, proper, open, and nowhere degenerate (i.e. inverse images of discrete sets are discrete). If K is a connected compact subset of F, then f~x(K) has only a finite number of topological components. For every e>0 there exists 5>0 such that, W for every a££, f{BB{a; e))DBF(f{a); 8).
If (3) is not true, then there exist (i) e>0, (ii) a strictly decreasing sequence of positive numbers {5"} approaching 0, and (iii) a sequence {ö"} in E such that f{BE{an; ¿))3)Bp{f{an); 8n). Take xn EBF(f{an); 8n)-f{BE{an; e)). Since E and F are both compact, x^-*x* in F and a"m-»a* in £ for some subsequence ¡kb) of {«}. /(a*) =#*, because dF(f{an), x") <8n and S"-»0. Since BB{a*; e/2) and f{BE{a*; e/2)) are open neighborhoods of a* and x* respectively, there exists m0 such that a"mEBE{a*; e/2) and x"mEf{BE{a*, e/2)) for m^m0. Hence, for m^m0, f{BE{an<it; e))Z)f{BE{a*; e/2))3x"m. Contradiction. (3) is proved.
Fix yEF. /_1(j) is finite. Let/_1(y)= \bi, • ■ ■ , &*}. Take arbitrarily aEE. We are going to prove the following:
.., For any natural number « there exists 1 ^jn^k such that a can be joined by some 1/«-chain in E to b¡n.
Fix a natural number «. By (3) there exists ô>0 such that (5) f{BE{c; 1/«)) D BF{f{c) ; 5) for every c £ £.
Since F is compact and connected, by (2) there exists a 5-chain y0, • • ■ , ym in F joining/(a) to y. By (5) and by induction on i we can find ZiEE for O^i^m such that 30 = a,/(3,) =y< and dB{Zi-i, zt) <1/m for 1 ¿i^m.f{zm) =ym = y implies that zm = bjn for some 1 ¿jn^k.
is proved. There exists 1 ^j*^k such that j* =jn for an infinite number of natural numbers «. Hence, for any e>0, a can be joined to j* by some e-chain in E. By (2) a is in the same topological component of E as bj*. E has only a finite number of topological components.
Q.E.D. Proof. We can assume w.l.o.g. that X and Z are reduced and by virtue of the compactness of A also that dim Z< <x>. We use induction on dim Z. The case dim Z = 0 is trivial. Suppose w^ 1 and the lemma is true for dim Z < n. Suppose dim Z = n. Let t: Z-*Z be the normalization of Z. We need only prove that (fow)~1(A) has only a finite number of topological components. Hence we can assume w.l.o.g. that Z is normal. Since f~l(A) intersects only a finite number of branches of Z, we can assume that Z is connected. V=f(Z) is an irreducible complex analytic subvariety of dimension n in U. Let Cartan's Theorem B (for not necessarily reduced complex-analytic Stein spaces) s is induced by some ÏET{D, G). Let t=~t\A. Take xE F"-F"+i. ty is not a unit of Ö" for y£ FB+i, but tx is a unit of 0X. tEIn+i-In. is used. Q.E.D.
Corollary.
Suppose A is a compact subset of a coherent real-analytic space T(X, (R) and A is contained in an l-dimensional real-analytic subvariety of X definable by a coherent ideal-sheaf. Then T{A, (R) is Noetherian if and only if A has only a finite number of topological components.
Remark.
(1) follows from Theorems 1 and 2 and the fact that a compact semianalytic set has only a finite number of topological components (see [S] ).
